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Tools
Acronym List
Archives
Links
WIPP Home Page

For the record
The story behind the demonstration of a
new WIPP records center ...

Feedback
Contact us with feedback
or submit your e-mail
address for updates.

By the Numbers

Operations:

WIPP’s workhorse
A one-of-a-kind hoist for a one-of-a-kind
facility ...

Shipments
Scheduled to arrive
02/27/05 - 03/05/05:

Operations:

Hanford - 2
INL - 4
RFETS - 17
SRS - 4

Tightening our belts

(subject to change)

Belted Six Sigma managers work to perfect
WIPP processes ...

3,370 total shipments
received as of 02/23/05
Disposal
Waste disposed as of
02/23/05:
4,314 standard waste
boxes
1,319 ten-drum
overpacks
60,290 waste drums

Working Smart:

Take my advice
Ten tips for ergonomic health ...

26,707 cubic meters

Safety & Security:

Get to know Craig ...
An interview with WIPP’s not-so-new safety
manager ...

Our Team:

Team tales
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WIPP team news and information ...
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TRU TeamWorks is a biweekly e-newsletter for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant team
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WIPP hosts
legislative update
breakfast in
Santa Fe

New Mexico State Senator
Carroll Leavell, WTS General
Manager Dick Raaz,
Representative Joe Stell and
CBFO Deputy Manager Lloyd
Piper confer prior to CBFO’s
annual New Mexico
legislative update breakfast in
Santa Fe.
Deputy Chief Operating
Officer for Environmental
Management Inés Triay
provided a WIPP status
report. The event was hosted
by southeast New Mexico
legislators on February 10.

WIPP has
no logo!
We feel
a
contest
coming
on ...
TRU TeamWorks will
soon be hosting a WIPP
slogan and logo contest,
that will be open to all
WIPP team members.
Watch for more
information on this
exciting opportunity -

coming soon!
Quick clicks
Home
Next

The Big Story

One for the record

I

nspired by a 1996 records
conference in Washington,
D.C., CBFO Chief Information
Officer Meg Milligan returned to
Carlsbad with an idea – one that's
come full circle. Last week, WTS
announced the award of a
subcontract to Science &
Engineering Associates of
Albuquerque to demonstrate its
ability to scan and digitize WIPP
hard copy and microfilm records
and post them to the Internet in a
user-friendly format – a first step
in the Records Center Project to
be located in Carlsbad.
Milligan's interest in a long-term
WIPP records center spans nine
years. "Shortly after I returned from
that conference, the records officer
at RFETS, who also attended the
conference, called me and said they
had 35,000 boxes of WIPP-related
records we needed to take care of.
Budgets were tight. But in the following months I contacted other
generator sites and discovered there were about 125,000 boxes
of WIPP records that would need to be dispositioned."
At the time, Milligan says federal agencies were sending records
to 48 federal records centers around the country. The problem,
she explained, is that boxes of records have different disposition
schedules and related records were often separated, creating
problems with chains-of-custody. Some records centers had
already reached capacity and were no longer accepting records.
Four years ago, Milligan attended a Nuclear Records Managers
Association meeting. "I was thrilled. Kodak demonstrated a
machine that could scan and digitize 328 pages per minute,
double-sided, in full color and in four formats: HTML, PDF, GIF
and Word."
n 2001, DOE-HQ got the ball
rolling. With the support of local
and political leaders, language was
added to the 2003 and 2004
Energy and Water appropriations
bills to fund the initial phase of the
Records Center Project.

“The next step
will not be
insignificant.”

I

The next phase "will not be insignificant," says Gary Beyer, WTS
project manager for the demonstration phase. "The successful
bidder for the future phase will need to interface with generator
sites to define what constitutes a WIPP record, estimate record
quantities and develop a system to National Archive and NQA-1
quality standards for long-term records management . . . and then
design a facility."
Depending on the success of these first steps and the availability
of funds, the records center Milligan envisioned will become a
reality.

